[A new approach to evaluating the results of interlaboratory quality control in Bulgaria].
The results of examinations carried out in 37 clinical laboratories in Bulgaria which participated in the interlaboratory quality assurance check are discussed. The check included 202 laboratories from 5 countries members of the Council of Mutual Economic Aid and covers the examinations of chlorine, sodium, potassium, calcium, urea, creatinine, total protein, cholesterol, glucose, inorganic phosphorus. The results are assessed by the "normative standard deviation" which differs from the "absolute quality index" used in the national external laboratory quality assurance check. The results of the Bulgarian laboratories are better in the examinations of glucose, urea, cholesterol and inorganic phosphorus. The analytical variations in protein, sodium and chlorine equal those of the other participants while the results of calcium, potassium and creatinine show greater variations. The interlaboratory variations of the results obtained by the different analytical methods are discussed. The results of the examinations of calcium and potassium are least acceptable.